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Abstract: In Germany, the wild ancestor (Apium graveolens L. ssp. graveolens) of celery and celeriac is
threatened by genetic erosion. Seventy-eight potentially suitable genetic reserve sites representing
differing ecogeographic units were assessed with regard to the conservation status of the populations.
At 27 of the 78 sites, 30 individual plants were sampled and genetically analyzed with 16 polymorphic
microsatellite makers. The Discriminant Analysis of Principal Components (DAPC) was applied to
identify clusters of genetically similar individuals. In most cases (25 out of 27 occurrences) individuals
clustered into groups according to their sampling site. Next to three clearly separated occurrences
(AgG, AgUW, AgFEH) two large groups of inland and Baltic Sea coast occurrences, respectively, were
recognized. Occurrences from the coastal part of the distribution area were interspersed into the
group of inland occurrences and vice versa. The genetic distribution pattern is therefore complex.
The complementary compositional genetic differentiation ∆j was calculated to identify the Most
Appropriate Wild Populations (MAWP) for the establishment of genetic reserves. Altogether 15 sites
are recommended to form a genetic reserve network. This organisational structure appears suitable
for promoting the in situ conservation of intraspecific genetic diversity and the species’ adaptability.
As seed samples of each MAWP will be stored in a genebank, the network would likewise contribute
to the long-term ex situ conservation of genetic resources for plant breeding.

Keywords: Apium graveolens; genetic resources; crop wild relative; in situ conservation; microsatellite
marker; genetic distance; genetic differentiation; genetic reserve

1. Introduction

Celery (Apium graveolens L. var. dulce) and celeriac (Apium graveolens L. var. rapaceum) have
significant global economic importance. The total production value of celery amounted 458 million
US$ in the USA in the year 2013 [1]. In the European Union (EU-28) celery/celeriac was grown on
an average of 8125 ha within the period from 2011–2016 [2]. Due to cultural preferences, different
crop types are grown and consumed. A. graveolens var. rapaceum forms aromatic tubers which can be
stored as a winter vegetable and which is grown in the colder regions of Central and Eastern Europe.
Consumers in Western Europe, the Mediterranean region, India, China, and the USA prefer the petiole
celery (var. dulce). A further variety (var. secalinum) is used as a spice. Processed dried leaves or seeds
are an important component of condiments [3,4].

All modern celery varieties have been derived from only two forms (‘White Plume’ and ‘Giant
Pascal’) [5]. According to Melchinger and Lübberstedt [6] and Domblides et al. (cit. in [7]) the genetic
base of celery breeding is small and may therefore impede further breeding progress. Wang et al. [8]
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developed sequence related amplified polymorphism (SRAP) markers and used them along with
microsatellite markers (SSR) published by Acquadro et al. [9] to investigate the genetic differences
between European and Chinese celery varieties (var. dulce). They detected a unique genetic signature
within the Chinese germplasm [8]. Using transcriptome sequences Fu et al. [10,11] developed a large
set of EST-SSR to study genetic diversity within the cultivated species.

European genebanks conserve 830 accessions of cultivated Apium germplasm [12]. A large number
of ex situ accessions but also a limited number of landraces maintained by farmers in traditional seed
supply systems [7] is available for base-broadening. Spoor and Simmonds discern between two
base-broadening efforts: the incorporation approach aims at increasing the genetic variability of the
genetic background while the introgression approach involves the transfer of specific genes from a
donor into the breeding material by crossing and backcrossing [13].

Introgression programmes commonly target distinct quality and resistance traits. Because celery
consumption can provoke severe allergic reactions, foods and condiments containing celery must
be clearly marked as such. Non-specific lipid transfer proteins (nsLTP) designated Api g 1 [14],
Api g 2 [15] and Api g 6 [16] trigger the allergic reaction. The development of celery varieties which do
not cause allergic reaction would be an important objective of quality breeding. However, non-allergic
variants of cultivated forms or wild species have not yet been discovered.

As for most crops, breeding of pest- and disease-resistant celery varieties is an important aim
for two reasons. Global trade and climate change promote the spread of new pests and diseases.
Additionally, at the same time the acceptance for chemical plant protection is decreasing. Therefore,
breeding of resistant varieties becomes increasingly important. Ochoa and Quiros used A. panul
Reiche and A. chilense Hook. and Arn. to improve the resistance of the crop to the leaf spot disease
(Septoria apicola Speg. f.s. apii) [17]. A. prostratum Labill. ex Vent is resistant to Spodoptera exigua Hübner,
the beet army worm the larvae of which damage the leaves [18]. Helosciadium nodiflorum (L.) W. D. J.
Koch (Syn. A. nodiflorum L.) is characterized by a resistance inhibiting the development of the leaf
miner Lyriomiza trifolii Burgess beyond the larvae stage [19,20].

For A. graveolens ssp. graveolens (2n = 22) [21], the close wild relative of celery/celeriac, information
on traits of interest to breeders is not available. European genebanks conserve only 51 accessions of this
species (sample status wild) of which 59% were collected and are conserved in Portugal. The remaining
41% of the European holding is shared by genebanks in Azerbaijan, Czech Republic, Germany, Israel,
Spain and the United Kingdom [12].

The species is native to most of Europe, North Africa, Siberia and the Caucasus and has been
reported by a total of 56 countries to be located in these regions [22]. Obviously, the current holding
does not at all cover the full range of ecogeographic variation of the distribution area. Further collecting
of wild A. graveolens is required to capture a representative sample of genetic diversity of the species.
A start was made in Germany in the context of a project aiming at the establishment of genetic reserves
for four native wild celery species, namely A. graveolens L. ssp. graveolens, Helosciadium repens (Jacq.)
W. D. J. Koch (Syn. A. repens (Jacq.) Lag.), H. nodiflorum (Syn. A. nodiflorum L.) and H. inundatum (L.)
W. D. J. Koch (Syn. A. inundatum (L.) Rchb.f.) [23].

A. graveolens ssp. graveolens mainly occurs in northern and central Germany. In the northern part
A. graveolens can be found in the hinterland of the coast on salt meadows and saline pasture land as well as
in brackish water stands of Phragmites australis [24,25]. In the central part the species grows around
natural salt water springs, along saline creeks or on wet sites at the foot of salty spoil heaps [26–28].

The ultimate goal of the project consists in the establishment of a network of persons and
institutions managing a set of genetic reserve sites in Germany. A European group of researchers is
pursuing similar interests within the framework of the Farmer’s Pride project [29]. We expect that the
national and European activity will contribute to the development of an integrated European crop
wild relative conservation strategy as outlined in the concept paper by Maxted et al. [30].

A genetic reserve is defined as “The location, management and monitoring of genetic diversity
in natural populations within defined areas designated for long-term active conservation” [31].
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It is a conservation procedure combining the dynamic conservation of a population in the habitat
(in situ) with the static preservation of a sample taken from the population in a genebank (ex situ).
According to the proposed quality standards for genetic reserves, Most Appropriate (crop) Wild (relative)
Populations (MAWP) [30] have to be identified through a rigorous scientific process which includes
the genetic characterization of populations of the target taxon [32]. The genetic analysis is required
to determine those populations representing altogether the genetic diversity of the target taxon best.
Populations need to fulfil additional quality criteria in order to be proposed as MAWP. The population
should exist at the location for at least ten years (native or introduced), contain specific traits of interest,
be managed according to the minimum quality standards for genetic reserve conservation proposed by
Iriondo et al. [32] and nominated as MAWP by a responsible national agency [30].

Kell et al. suggested a stepwise procedure to identify suitable genetic reserve sites [33]. The stepwise
decision-making process ends with the designation of genetic reserve sites for a set of MAWPs and the
creation of MAWP accessions for ex situ conservation and use. The objectives of our study were (i) to
analyze the genetic structures within a collection of A. graveolens ssp. graveolens, (ii) to identify MAWPs
based on the representativity or uniqueness of the genetic composition of occurrences and (iii) to locate
sites within the German distribution area suited for the establishment of genetic reserves.

Generally, species are subdivided into plant groups more or less strongly connected by gene flow.
Declining gene flow with increasing spatial distance between occurrences combined with adaptation
to specific local environmental conditions can result in genetic differentiation between occurrences.
In addition, genetic drift caused by local extinction and re-establishment of occurrences shapes their
genetic composition [34]. Molecular genetic tools have been extensively used to study patterns of
genetic diversity in many species [35]. The development of molecular markers for celery started in
1984 [36]. Huestis et al. [37] developed 21 RFLP markers and mapped them to eight linkage groups.
Until recently, the development of a greater number of genetic markers for a crop of limited global
economic importance based on whole-genome sequences seemed infeasible due to the large genome
size of 3 × 109 bp [10]. This assumption was outdated quickly. Rapid technological progress allowed
sequencing the whole genome of ‘Q2-JN11’ celery, a highly inbred line of ‘Jinnan Shiqin’. The online
database of the whole-genome sequences, CeleryDB, was constructed and the sequence information
made available to the research community [38]. Sequences of unigenes described by Li et al. [39] are
available in the celery database and can serve as a reference base to identify trait-associated single
nucleotide polymorphism and additional SSR markers. The technological advancements allowed
the authors of Reference [10] to analyze a large set of transcriptome sequences and to develop a set
of EST-SSRs for breeding research and population genetics. The latter deals with the analysis of the
distribution of genetic variation within and between populations.

Our study was initiated to support in situ conservation actions. To this end we determined the
structures of genetic diversity within the sampled material as well as the differences in trait distribution
between occurrences. The latter measurement of genetic variation is termed compositional differentiation
and is of particular relevance because it allows the identification of MAWP candidates [40,41].

2. Results

In Germany, A. graveolens is mainly distributed in the coastal region of the Baltic Sea and in
the centre of Germany where the species occurs in haline marshlands. The genetic differences
between 27 occurrences sampled in the distribution area (Table 1) were analyzed with 16 SSR
markers to identify candidate MAWPs and sites suited for the establishment of genetic reserves.
The descriptive marker parameters are presented in Table 2. The number of distinct alleles ranges
between 4 (marker Fn09) and 18 (marker ECMS6, QC43), and the polymorphic information content
(PIC) ranges between 0.042 (marker Fn100) and 0.803 (marker ECMS39). Mostly, high PIC values
indicate appropriateness of respective markers for genetic analyses. The observed heterozygosity
(Ho) ranges between 0.005 (Fn100) and 0.963 (QC75) and the expected (He) heterozygosity between
0.042 (Fn100) and 0.826 (ECMS39).
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Table 1. Geographic origin of 27 occurrences of Apium graveolens sampled in Germany. The laboratory and population identifier as well as the number of plants
analyzed with 16 SSR markers is presented. The term ecogeographic unit relates to the German term “Naturraum 3. Grades” [42]. The laboratory identifiers in bold
letter type mark Most Appropriate Wild Populations (MAWP). Arguments for and against the MAWP nomination are given in the last column.

LabID Population ID Location Ecogeographic Unit No. of Analyzed
Individuals

Arguments For or Against the Nomination as
Candidate MAWPs

AgBW BW-UB-20150728-0934

Baden-Württemberg:
Ubstadt-Weiher (samples from
ex situ cultivation in Botanical
Garden of KIT and Tübingen)

Gäuplatten im Neckar- und
Tauberland 30

The only representative of the ecogeographic unit,
most southern occurrence in Germany, site
management exists already

AgSEHL SH-SEHL-20150824-0900, -1000 Schleswig-Holstein: Sehlendorf Schleswig-Holsteinisches
Hügelland 30 Adjustment of management would be required

AgEICH SH-EICH-20150824-1000, -1010,
-1100, -1110, -1120, -1200

Schleswig-Holstein:
Eichholzniederung

Schleswig-Holsteinisches
Hügelland 30 Large site and population size, site management

exists already

AgKREM SH-KREM-20150902-1315,
-1500, -1510, -1520 Schleswig-Holstein: Neustadt Schleswig-Holsteinisches

Hügelland 30
Within the same ecogeographic unit AgEICH
matches genetic reserves quality criteria better
than AgKREM

AgFEH SH-FEH-20150902-1000,
-1010, -1020 Schleswig-Holstein: Fehmarn Schleswig-Holsteinisches

Hügelland 30
Within the same ecogeographic unit AgEICH
matches genetic reserves quality criteria better
than AgFEH

AgOEH SH-OEH-20150826-1200, 1300,
-1320, -1330, -1340, -1350, -1400

Schleswig-Holstein:
Schleimündung

Schleswig-Holsteinisches
Hügelland 30

Within the same ecogeographic unit AgEICH
matches genetic reserves quality criteria better
than AgOEH

AgBBG Bbg-JÜ-20150727-1739 Brandenburg: Gröben Mittelbrandenburgische
Platten und Niederungen 30 The only representative of the ecogeographic unit,

site management exists already

AgFRI ST-FRIED-20150621-1437 Sachsen-Anhalt: Friedeburg Mitteldeutsches
Schwarzerdegebiet 30

Within the same ecogeographic unit AgHEC
matches genetic reserves quality criteria better
than AgFRI

AgWA ST-WALBE-20150720-1304 Sachsen-Anhalt: Walbeck Weser-Aller-Flachland 30
The only representative of the natural region,
highest deviation in genetic composition from
the complement

AgHEC ST-HECBE-20150709-0957,
ST-HECSA-20150709-0854 Sachsen-Anhalt: Hecklingen Mitteldeutsches

Schwarzerdegebiet 30 Represents the genetic composition of the
complement best, site management exists already

AgZIE ST-ZIELI-20150709-1223 Sachsen-Anhalt: Zielitz Elbtalniederung 30 The only representative of the ecogeographic unit

AgSUE ST-SÜLLW-20150714-1054,
ST-SÜLNO-20150714-1003

Sachen-Anhalt: Sülldorf Mitteldeutsches
Schwarzerdegebiet 30 Large site and population size, site management

exists already
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Table 1. Cont.

LabID Population ID Location Ecogeographic Unit No. of Analyzed
Individuals

Arguments For or Against the Nomination as
Candidate MAWPs

AgROS ST-ROSSL-20150702-1029 Thüringen/Sachsen-Anhalt:
Roßleben

Thüringer Becken und
Randplatten 30 The only representative of the ecogeographic unit

AgBEN ST-BENWÜ-20150702-0828 Sachsen-Anhalt: Bennstedt Mitteldeutsches
Schwarzerdegebiet 30 Within the same ecogeographic unit AgHEC matches

genetic reserves quality criteria better than AgBEN

AgWU MV-WU-20150824-1100 Mecklenburg-Vorpommern:
Halbinsel Wustrow

Mecklenburgisch-
Vorpommersches Küstengebiet 30 Large site and population, best representative of the

ecogeographic unit

AgDA MV-DA-20150901-0900 Mecklenburg-Vorpommern:
Dabitz

Mecklenburgisch-
Vorpommersches Küstengebiet 23

Critically small population size. Within the same
ecogeographic unit AgDZ matches genetic reserves
quality criteria better than AgDA

AgDZ MV-DSZ-20150903-1430 Mecklenburg-Vorpommern:
Dassow Mecklenburgische Seenplatte 30 Best representative of the ecogeographic unit

AgUW MV-UW-20150902-1000 Mecklenburg-Vorpommern:
Rostock

Mecklenburgisch-
Vorpommersches Küstengebiet 30 Within the same ecogeographic unit AgDZ matches

genetic reserves quality criteria better than AgUW

AgHEU MV-HEU-20150921-1600 Mecklenburg-Vorpommern:
Bodden bei Rügen

Mecklenburgisch-
Vorpommersches Küstengebiet 30

Access to population is complicated. Within the same
ecogeographic unit AgDZ matches genetic reserves
quality criteria better than AgHEU

AgG MV-G-20150831-1200 Mecklenburg-Vorpommern:
Gristow

Nordostmecklenburgisches
Flachland 30 The only representative of the ecogeographic unit

AgHID MV-HiABs-20150912-1400 Mecklenburg-Vorpommern:
Hiddensee

Mecklenburgisch-
Vorpommersches Küstengebiet 30 Within the same ecogeographic unit AgDZ matches

genetic reserves quality criteria better than AgHID

AgSL MV-Sü-20150902-1540 Mecklenburg-Vorpommern:
Sülten Mecklenburgische Seenplatte 20

Critically small population size. Within the same
ecogeographic unit AgDZ matches genetic reserves
quality criteria better than AgSL

AgSK NRW-SK-20180818-1530 Nordrhein-Westfalen:
Salzkotten Westfälische Tieflandsbucht 30 The only representative of the ecogeographic unit, site

management exists already

AgGOE NI-GÖ-20150825-1000
Niedersachsen:

Nörten-Hardenberg Weser-Leinebergland 30 Within the same ecogeographic unit AgHI matches
genetic reserves quality criteria better than AgGOE

AgHI NI-HI-20150824-1600 Niedersachsen: Hildesheim Weser-Leinebergland 30 Best representative of the ecogeographic unit

AgJX NI-JX-20150724-1100 Niedersachsen: Jerxheim Nördliches Harzvorland 30 The only representative of the ecogeographic unit

AgHES HE-BS-20150925-1020 Hessen: Bad Salzhausen Osthessisches Bergland 27 The only representative of the ecogeographic unit, site
management exists already
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Table 2. The marker name, the total number of analyzed plants, the number of distinct alleles,
the polymorphic information content (PIC), observed (Ho) and expected heterozygosity (He)
is presented.

Locus Number of
Individuals

Number of
Alleles

Polymorphic Information
Content (PIC)

Observed
Heterozygosity (Ho)

Expected
Heterozygosity (He)

ECMS01 (1) 790 7 0.733 0.291 0.769
ECMS11 790 9 0.774 0.523 0.801
ECMS13 790 8 0.193 0.066 0.203
ECMS02 790 8 0.434 0.128 0.502
ECMS23 790 8 0.384 0.168 0.442
ECMS39 790 13 0.803 0.167 0.826
ECMS06 790 18 0.774 0.205 0.799
ECMS09 790 8 0.457 0.101 0.556
Fn09 (2) 790 4 0.109 0.057 0.112
Fn100 790 6 0.042 0.005 0.042
Fn62 790 8 0.163 0.010 0.169

QC28 (3) 790 6 0.734 0.115 0.772
QC43 790 18 0.641 0.075 0.667
QC53 790 5 0.286 0.044 0.310
QC75 790 7 0.432 0.963 0.538
QC86 790 5 0.364 0.099 0.399

Detailed marker information was published for the (1) ECMS, (2) Fn series and for the (3) QC series by
References [9–11].

The Hardy–Weinberg principle (HWP) provides the theoretical framework within which genetic
variation has been analyzed by many research groups dealing with similar subjects. Therefore,
the Chi2-test was performed for each of the 432 combinations (27 occurrences × 16 markers) to
test if the HWP holds for each of the combinations. 143 combinations were invariable. Out of the
remaining combinations, 208 deviated significantly from HWP and only 81 combinations (about 19%)
were in Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (detailed results not presented here). Since a high number
of combinations deviated from HWP, the genetic distance and genetic differentiation among the
27 occurrences was analyzed using the measure of ∆ [43] and the software DifferInt [41].

Within the whole data set (790 individuals × 16 markers), 125 distinct alleles (excluding
null alleles), 156 distinct single-locus types and 637 distinct multi-locus types were identified.
Within occurrences, specific multi-locus genotypes were found to be duplicated between 2 and 18 times
indicating self-fertilisation or preferential pairing within half- or full-sib families. The degree of
inbreeding within an occurrence can be assessed by calculating the FIS-index which is a measure of
within population deficit of heterozygotes [44]. FIS ranged between −0.167 (occurrence AgG) and
0.558 (occurrence AgFRI) whereby a negative value indicates excess of heterozygotes and a positive
value an excess of homozygotes within the occurrence. Five of the 27 occurrences show an excess of
heterozygotes while 22 are characterized by an excess of homozygotes (Table 3).

Table 3. FIS-values calculated over 16 markers for each of the 27 occurrences. The LabID is presented
in bold letter type.

LabID AgBBG AgBEN AgBW AgDA AgDZ AgEICH AgFEH

FIS 0.043 −0.145 0.151 0.43 0.436 0.377 −0.016

LabID AgFRI AgG AgGOE AgHEC AgHES AgHEU AgHI

FIS 0.558 −0.167 0.363 0.231 0.441 −0.006 0.099

LabID AgHID AgJX AgKREM AgOEH AgROS AgSEHL AgSK

FIS 0.39 0.174 0.338 0.444 0.265 0.508 0.054

LabID AgSL AgSUE AgUW AgWA AgWU AgZIE

FIS 0.137 0.353 0.348 −0.08 0.49 0.14
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A Discriminant Analysis of Principal Components (DAPC) [45] was performed to determine
the genetic structures within the sampled material (Figure 1). Genetic data from 757 of the
790 A. graveolens individuals that had been analyzed with 16 SSR markers were used for the
calculation. These individuals correspond to 27 occurrences sampled in Germany (Figure 2).
Thirty-three individuals having a null allele at any of the marker loci were excluded (see chapter
Material and Methods). The DAPC revealed a much clearer separation of populations (Figure 1) than a
single principle component analysis performed with DARwin [46] (data not shown). The first two axes
plotted account for 46% of the observed variance. Individuals form interpretable clusters. They are
arranged in two major groups and three offside occurrences AgG, AgUW and AgFEH corresponding to
Baltic Sea coastal habitats. One major group is comprised of mainly coastal occurrences (AgWU, AgDA,
AgHEU, AgHID, AgOEH and AgDZ) and appears more condensed (Figure 1, left part). This group
also includes inland occurrences (AgSL, AgFRI, AgZIE, AGROS, AgBEN). The other major group of
occurrences exhibits a greater range and harbours mainly inland occurrences (Figure 1, right part)
(AgJX, AgHES, AgSK, AgBBG, AgSUE, AgHEC, AgBW, and AgWA). The coastal occurrence AgEICH,
AgKREM and AgSEHL are interspersed in the second major group in the lower right part of the scatter
plot. The genetic structure revealed by DAPC analysis is therefore only partly in accordance with the
geographic origin of the samples. The correlation between genetic clustering and the geographic origin
of individual plants was further investigated by the K-means ex nihilo clustering method. Based solely
on the genetic data the clusters identified correspond to the individual occurrences except for only
one cluster harbouring individuals from neighbouring inland occurrences AgHEC and AgSUE and
another one with coastal occurrences AgFEH and AgHID (data not shown).
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In seed propagated species, under natural conditions, the parent population passes genes or gene 
complexes with their specific alleles to the next generation. Therefore, the recommendation of 
populations for conservation of a seed propagated species has to be based on the analyses of 
compositional genetic differentiation (Δj) at the gene pool level. Next to Δj, quality criteria for genetic 
reserves suggested by Iriondo et al. [32] were applied to identify MAWP (Table 1). 

The measure Δj, marked in the snail diagram by the radius length of a sector, was calculated to 
assess the contribution of each occurrence to genetic differentiation. The result is summarized in 
Figure 3. The mean genetic differentiation ΔSD is the average of the 27 radii and is marked by the circle 
in the diagram. The mean complementary genetic differentiation is ΔSD = 0.3688. AgHEC (Δj = 0.2513) 
represents the genetic composition of the pooled remaining 26 occurrences best while the genetic 
composition of AgWA (Δj = 0.4776) deviates from its complement most. The Δj values of the other 25 
occurrences decreases in small steps clockwise from AgG to AgROS. The difference between the Δj-
values of two occurrences depicted next to each other in clockwise sense is never larger than 0.034, 
i.e., less than 3.4% of the maximal possible sector radius length, and for most of the occurrences (20 
out of 27) smaller than 1%. This means that neighbouring occurrences differ only slightly in their 
contribution to genetic differentiation. 

The genetic reserve conservation technique includes by definition the active management of a 
MAWP. Knowledge of the reproductive system of the species is required to understand how site 
management interventions influence the genetic composition and the development of genetic 
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Figure 2. Map showing the locations of the 27 occurrences. A black triangle marks the 15 Most
Appropriate Wild Populations (MAWP) while a black dot marks the remaining 12 occurrences.
The location names are given in Table 1.

The application of the genetic reserve conservation technique requires the choice of populations
on the basis of the genetic representativity or uniqueness in relation to all analyzed populations [41].
In seed propagated species, under natural conditions, the parent population passes genes or gene
complexes with their specific alleles to the next generation. Therefore, the recommendation of
populations for conservation of a seed propagated species has to be based on the analyses of
compositional genetic differentiation (∆j) at the gene pool level. Next to ∆j, quality criteria for genetic
reserves suggested by Iriondo et al. [32] were applied to identify MAWP (Table 1).

The measure ∆j, marked in the snail diagram by the radius length of a sector, was calculated
to assess the contribution of each occurrence to genetic differentiation. The result is summarized in
Figure 3. The mean genetic differentiation ∆SD is the average of the 27 radii and is marked by the circle
in the diagram. The mean complementary genetic differentiation is ∆SD = 0.3688. AgHEC (∆j = 0.2513)
represents the genetic composition of the pooled remaining 26 occurrences best while the genetic
composition of AgWA (∆j = 0.4776) deviates from its complement most. The ∆j values of the other
25 occurrences decreases in small steps clockwise from AgG to AgROS. The difference between the
∆j-values of two occurrences depicted next to each other in clockwise sense is never larger than 0.034,
i.e., less than 3.4% of the maximal possible sector radius length, and for most of the occurrences
(20 out of 27) smaller than 1%. This means that neighbouring occurrences differ only slightly in their
contribution to genetic differentiation.

The genetic reserve conservation technique includes by definition the active management of
a MAWP. Knowledge of the reproductive system of the species is required to understand how
site management interventions influence the genetic composition and the development of genetic
diversity of a population at a specific site over time. Information on genetic bottlenecks caused by
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extinction and re-colonization events in the past can likewise improve the operation of genetic reserves.
Site-specific selection pressure can change the distribution of alleles over populations within the species
gene pool. The effect of selection and other forces influencing the genetic composition of populations
show up as differences in the genetic composition among populations and are expressed as deviation
from the HWP. The possible causes for deviations from the HWP can be investigated by permutation
analyses [41].
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Figure 3. Snail diagram showing the differentiation between 27 occurrences of A. graveolens at the
gene pool level. A sector represents one of the occurrences. The side length of a sector quantifies the
contribution of each occurrence to differentiation. The grey circle marks the mean differentiation and
the average of all 27 radii length. Colors refer to the ecogeographic unit where the occurrence was
sampled. Identical colors were used in Figure 1.

In the first permutation analysis, all alleles at each locus were permuted among the individuals
within populations. The permutation test was performed to investigate the influence of the
reproductive system on the distribution of alleles within A. graveolens populations. In an ideal
panmictic population alleles associate at single loci (homologous association) independent of the allelic
type (fragment length). The observed mean differentiation increased from the gene pool (∆SD = 0.3688),
and mean single-locus (∆SD = 0.3771, p = 0.0) to the multi-locus level (∆SD = 0.4001, p = 0.0) of genetic
integration (Table 4). The ∆SD-value observed at the mean single-locus level of genetic integration
is outside the range of the 95% confidence interval as is the ∆SD-value observed at the multi-locus
level, i.e., the observed values are not part of the majority of the ∆SD-values calculated from data
sets generated by 10,000 random permutations. At the mean single-locus, and multi-locus level the
observed ∆SD-value is smaller than 95% of all the ∆SD-values generated by permutations. The mean
differentiation at higher levels of genetic integration is less than could be expected from random gene
association. The hypothesis that linkage equilibrium or HWE exists and that gene associations are
created within populations independently of the allelic type at each locus is to be rejected [41].

The presence of a specific genotype within a population can either be incidental, the effect of
selection within a population or the result of migration between populations. In the second permutation
analysis all individual genotypes with their genetic types were randomly permuted among the
occurrences. The hypothesis that forces that assign individuals to populations do this independently
of their genetic types at a given level of genetic integration was tested. At all integration levels the
observed ∆SD-value was significantly higher than those resulting from 10,000 random permutations,
i.e., the differentiation among occurrences was higher than could be expected from random association
of genotypes to occurrences. In other words, individual genotypes are not randomly distributed across
the 27 occurrences. If we define the 27 occurrences as subpopulations of meta-population, it can be
concluded that a significant genetic differentiation between subpopulations exists. As the occurrences
were sampled at large geographic distances (see Figure 2) this finding can rather be explained by a
site-specific genotypic selection and adaptational differentiation than by migration.
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Table 4. Permutation analysis of alleles over individuals within occurrences and of all individual genotypes among occurrences. The values are based on
10,000 permutations for all 16 loci. The observed ∆SD value is shown for the three integration levels. The calculated minimum and maximum ∆SD values, the 95%
confidence interval as well as the permutation (p) values are shown. The symbols **-> (upper part of the distribution) and **<- (lower part of the distribution) indicate
that fewer than 1% and more than 99% of the permutations yielded ∆SD values that are significantly equal or greater than the observed distance. ** = p ≤ 0.01.

Permutations Observed ∆SD Values Min 0.95 Confidence Interval Max p Value

Alleles over individuals within occurrences
Gene pool level 0.3688 not affected

Mean single-locus genotypes 0.3771 0.3782 0.3790; 0.3810 0.3821 1.0000 **<-
Multi-locus genotypes 0.4001 0.4060 0.4066; 0.4080 0.4085 1.0000 **<-

All individual genotypes among occurrences
Gene pool level 0.3688 0.0960 0.1001; 0.1102 0.1163 0.0000 **->

Mean single-locus genotypes 0.3771 0.1092 0.1129; 0.1227 0.1286 0.0000 **->
Multi-locus genotypes 0.4001 0.2252 0.2284; 0.2359 0.2415 0.0000 **->
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3. Discussion

Microsatellite markers have been widely applied to study patterns of genetic diversity of a species
and to select and recommend populations for conservation purposes [47,48]. We succeeded to identify
16 polymorphic microsatellite markers. This marker set was used to characterize the genetic diversity
of 27 A. graveolens ssp. graveolens occurrences. In the present study, the genetic distance measure ∆
was used to quantify the contribution of each of the 27 occurrences to differentiation. The occurrence
AgHEC proved to be most suitable to represent the genetic diversity of the remaining 26 occurrences
and was identified as MAWP. The genetic composition of AgWA differed most from its complement.
This specific diversity pattern can be interpreted as site-specific adaptation which makes AgWA a
candidate for gene conservation measures. For several reasons, further 13 occurrences were selected as
candidate MAWP. Microsatellite markers are very well-suited to assess the impact of selection and
other evolutionary forces on the structure of genetic diversity of a species. However, they do not
detect adaptive trait variation. In order to increase the chance of capturing adaptive trait variation,
occurrences from each of the ecogeographic units were chosen. If several occurrences originated
from the same ecogeographic unit, the one with the largest population size was nominated as MAWP.
Preference was also given to sites already managed by local conservation agencies (see Table 1, LabID in
bold letter type and Figure 2, black triangles). However, the nomination of 15 occurrences by no means
devalues the remaining 12 occurrences. According to the definition of a genetic reserve, the population
will actively be managed to maintain or, if necessary, improve the status of the target population.
Active management requires financial resources which are always limited. The nomination of a limited
number of MAWP is a pragmatic approach and helps spending financial resources efficiently. If, for
whatever reason, a genetic reserve gets lost, it can be replaced by one of the occurrences with a similar
∆j-value. This pragmatic approach is feasible as the differences between the ∆j-values of occurrences
ordered on the snail diagram next to each other is often less than 1% (Figure 3).

The mean genetic differentiation within the set of 27 occurrences is lower than ∆SD = 0.5 (∆SD = 0
signifies no differentiation, ∆SD = 1 signifies complete differentiation) at all levels of genetic integration
(gene pool level: ∆SD = 0.3688, mean single-locus level: ∆SD = 0.377, multi-locus level: ∆SD = 0.4001)
although plants were sampled over a north-south distance of 680 km between the location Hiddensee
and the location Ubstadt-Weiher near Karlsruhe. The reason for the lower genetic differentiation in
A. graveolens ssp. graveolens as compared to Helosciadium nodiflorum, a wild celery species sampled
in a much smaller distribution area [49], is unknown. Future investigations of the long-distance
distribution mechanisms may help explaining this observation.

A. graveolens ssp. graveolens occurs wild as a halophilous marsh plant along sea coasts which likely
is the primary distributions area. With the development of farm land at the expense of forest land
over the past 1400 years [50] a secondary distribution area, the inland salt marshes, evolved. It can
be assumed that the species migrated from the primary distribution area and colonized inland salt
marshes in Germany. Inland saline and wet biotopes either developed naturally around salty springs
(occurrence AgSUE) or result from salt mining activities (AgWA) where the species can be found at
wet places close to soil heaps left over from potassium mining. These sites are like geographically
isolated islands.

The DAPC analysis showed two major groups of occurrences: a costal and an inland group.
The coastal group contains occurrences from inland sites and vice versa (Figure 1). For the time being
this pattern is difficult to explain. The role of past colonization events, as well as factors shaping genetic
diversity of A. graveolens ssp. graveolens today (migration, site specific selection pressure leading to
adaptational differentiation, demographic fluctuations as a result of site-specific management actions)
is not yet understood and deserves future research.

In two cases genetic signatures of migration between occurrences might exist. The K-means ex
nihilo clustering method sorted almost all individuals of AgSUE and AgHEC into a single cluster.
The plants were sampled at about 20 km distance in a landscape named Sülzetal (“Sülze” means salty
water, “Tal” means valley) which makes exchange of seeds carried by animals between both sites
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more likely. The distance between occurrences AgFEH and AgHID growing on the Baltic Sea islands
Fehmarn and Hiddensee, respectively, is 140 km (Figure 2). Both islands are important resting places
in the autumn and spring for migrating birds. The allocation of 15 AgHID individuals to the AgFEH
cluster could be interpreted as genetic signature of long-range seed transportation by birds. However,
as long as no information on seed dispersal mechanisms in wild celery is available, this assumption
remains a working hypothesis.

Some sites are not managed (e.g., AgWA) while others are grazed extensively (AgSUE) or mowed
in late summer to maintain or improve the conservation status of the occurrence. If such management
interventions happen only sporadically, the populations will undergo strong demographic changes
from one generation to the next. We interpret the excess of homozygotes and heterozygotes,
respectively (Table 3), as the genetic signature of an unstable demographic development of the
occurrences resulting in the foundation of smaller groups of full or half-sib plants scattered over the site.
A. graveolens ssp. graveolens is a self-compatible, insect pollinated species [51] and preferential pairing
between closely related plants is therefore possible. Out of the 27 analyzed occurrences, 22 showed
excess of homozygotes. As indicated by the permutation analysis, gene associations are created within
occurrences dependent of the allelic type at each locus (Table 4, upper part). Self-pollination or mating
between closely related individuals is therefore a likely explanation of this finding.

Iriondo et al. proposed quality standards to support practitioners involved in the design and
management of genetic reserve. The population size is an important quality and selection criterion and
should be large enough to sustain the long-term population viability [32]. Estimates of the demographic
and genetic minimum viable population (MVP) for A. graveolens ssp. graveolens could not be found
in the literature. However, animal genetic resources experts dealt with a similar problem already.
Animal breeds are classified into four categories depending on their current effective population
size whereby populations with an effective population size of Ne > 1000 individuals are considered
not threatened. If Ne is within the range of 200 to 1000 individuals, populations are monitored
and if the number of adult males sinks below 100 individuals, genetic conservation actions are
initiated [52]. This approach can be transferred to plant genetic resources management programmes
as it was derived from calculations of the increase of inbreeding depending on the allele frequency
and the number of generations of random mating within populations of a given Ne and holds for any
species. In order to meet the quality standards and as a first pragmatic recommendation for genetic
reserve managers, the Ne of an A. graveolens ssp. graveolens population should not drop below a size
of 1000 flowering individuals in a genetic reserve site. Sites like AgZIE with a population size of
several hundred individuals fall already into this category while sites like AgWA do not. At AgWA
interventions are required to enlarge the population area which will promote the spread of the
occurrence and the increase of the population size. Although an effective population size of between
200 and 1000 individuals seems too high, it is achievable if the 15 recommended sites are managed
accordingly. Future research projects could include occurrences from the whole European distribution
area as to find occurrences in partner countries which genetically complement the suggested network
of 15 sites for A. graveolens ssp. graveolens in Germany. By doing so, a European ex situ collection of
wild A. graveolens ssp. graveolens accessions can be built representing a maximum of genetic diversity
with a minimum of accessions.

Just today, when crop wild relatives are needed as sources of novel genetic variation more than
ever before [53], the loss of species continues largely unrestrained [54,55]. Anthropogenic climate
change has impact on plant species and may cause genetic erosion within species. Parmesan and
Hanley [56] reviewed five global meta-analyses from long-term observational data on wild plant
species and found that 44–65% of all investigated species show significant long-term change in
phenologies, distribution, abundance and morphology. The changes correlated significantly with local
or regional climate change patterns observed within the distribution area. To what extent climate
change will jeopardize the long-term viability of specific species depends inter alia on the ability and
speed of the species to migrate and colonize new sites [57]. In view of the relatively short period left,
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scientists call for the reinforcement of ex situ collecting activities to close gaps in genebanks and save
germplasm for future generations [58]. This approach is justified as we have apparently no choice
but to store the genetic resources of plant species in deep freezers and to reintroduce the material
when mankind has overcome the climate crisis or any other devastating event. Ex situ conservation is
one option. The better option is to develop and implement a conservation strategy which combines
ex situ preservation of germplasm in genebanks with the maintenance of populations of the species
in their natural habitat “in situ” where they have developed their specific traits [59,60]. There are
two main differences between the in situ and the ex situ conservation approach. The management
of a crop wild relative population in genetic reserves, such as the ones to be suggested for the
establishment of A. graveolens ssp. graveolens, by definition includes the maintenance of favourable
habitat conditions so that the target species can reproduce, adapt to changing growing conditions and
evolve. The genetic reserve conservation technique [31] combines the best components of the ex situ
and in situ conservation strategy and is a core element of the concept for in situ conservation of crop
wild relatives in Europe endorsed by the steering committee of the European Cooperative Programme
for Plant Genetic Resources (ECPGR) [30,61].

As compared to ex situ conservation, in situ conservation is a rather young research domain. If the
distribution ranges of species shift as predicted it obviously will have important practical consequences
for the genetic reserve management [57]. Climate change may also negatively affect A. graveolens ssp.
graveolens within the European distribution area in the next 50 years [62,63]. A forecast of possible
impacts of climate change on wild celery populations still is constrained by a shortage of high quality
distribution data which can be used for modelling [64]. Furthermore, the reaction of plant species to
climate change is more complex than thought before. Therefore, Parmesan and Hanley [56] called for
the development of coordinated experiments across networks of field sites to better understand the
response of species. The networks are not just a set of sites of plant populations but also a network of
institutions and people who can record long-term data series on changes in phenologies, distribution,
demography as well as genetic changes. Data required to forecast changes based on causal relations
between the characteristics of a species and climate factors with a given statistical probability can be
recorded by species-specific genetic reserves networks such as the one suggested for wild celery.

The flow chart (Figure 4) illustrates how the establishment of a genetic reserve network in
Germany can be organised [23]. It summarizes experiences of a model and demonstration project.
The whole process starts with the gathering of distribution data which are combined and processed
(Steps 1 and 2). The existence of the plant species at selected sites is then confirmed by experts in
the various Laender, material for genetic analysis is sampled and analyzed (Steps 3–5), the results
and recommendations are discussed with stakeholders, the genetic reserve sites planned and the
genetic reserve is finally established (Steps 6–8). Partners willing to contribute to the management
of a specific genetic reserve site sign an agreement. Finally, their contribution to the management
of a genetic reserve is acknowledged in a certificate issued by the Ministry of Food and Agriculture.
The process can be divided into an information phase (Steps 1–5) and participatory project planning
phase (Steps 6–8). Right from the beginning potential stakeholders are involved in the project planning
and implementation, and are kept informed. A structured and open-result discussion with stakeholders
is an important element of the procedure.

Next to these biological and scientific advantages of the in situ conservation approach the role
of genetic reserves in public awareness building cannot be overemphasized. Genetic reserves are
conservation projects that require the support and active collaboration of local people without which a
genetic reserve can neither be established nor maintained over a longer period. Local communities can
easily be convinced that genetic reserves contribute to food security and serve people. Genetic reserves
are therefore not only a means of maintaining the environmental conditions under which economically
important plant species can continue to evolve. The planning process is also a means for raising public
awareness regarding the relationship of climate change, nature and species conservation, breeding
progress and food security.
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4. Material and Methods

Distribution data of A. graveolens ssp. graveolens were provided by nature conservation agencies
in Germany. A list of 690 sites where the species was sighted over the past decades was compiled.
Sites located in differing ecogeographic units (as defined by Reference [42]) were tagged in the
project database in order to increase the chance of capturing a wide range of adaptive trait variation.
Among the tagged sites those with information on the population size or on social factors such as the
potential support of the genetic reserve concept by local people were chosen. Altogether 78 sites located
in nine of the 16 German Federal Laender were finally visited and assessed by contractors. The presence
of A. graveolens was confirmed for 64 sites in the year 2015. Based on the contractor’s report (plant
number higher than 30 individuals, suitability of the site as genetic reserve) and representation of the
highest possible number of differing ecogeographic units, 27 sites were chosen, and leaf samples taken
in 2016. At 24 sites up to 30 individuals were sampled as planned while only 27, 23, and 21 individuals
could be sampled at the site AgHE, AgDA, and AgSL, respectively. About half of the samples were
taken in the coastal region of the Baltic Sea and in the centre of Germany, respectively. The geographic
origin of the material and the sample codes are given in Table 1.

In this paper we denote a group of plants growing at a specific site as “occurrence” as it is not
known whether any of the occurrences (generally called subpopulation) or the ensemble of all studied
occurrences (generally called meta-population) fulfils the definition of the term population given by
Kleinschmit et al. [65]. Instead of postulating the existence of populations we preferred to use an
unbiased term which is also used by the Global Biological Information Facility (GBIF) in the sense of a
sighting or sampling of a species [66].

Genomic DNA was extracted from 5 mg dried leaf material after vigorous homogenization in a
mixer-mill disruptor with the innuPREP Plant DNA Kit (Analytik Jena AG, Jena, Germany) using lysis
solution SLS according to the manufacturer instruction. DNA amplification was carried out in a total
volume of 10 µL. The labelling of PCR products in one reaction was performed with three primers.
The PCR mix contained 25 ng template DNA, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 200 µM of each dNTP, 0.05 µM of a
sequence-specific forward primer with M13 tail at its 5′ end, 0.17 µM of a sequence-specific reverse
primer, 0.035 µM of the universal fluorescent-labelled (dye: D2, D3, D4) M13 primer and 0.5 U Taq
DNA polymerase. Therefore, a multiplexing could be performed depending on the used marker.
A touch-down PCR profile (TD 58–52 ◦C) was generally used as described by Nachtigall et al. [67].
The PCR products were separated and detected by using a capillary electrophoresis GeXP Genetic
Analysis System (GenomeLabTM, AB Sciex Germany GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany). Fragment sizes
were determined and documented in a database developed by Enders [68]. The analysis of a probe
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was once repeated in case of the absence of a fragment. If the fragment remained absent, the allele was
recorded as a null allele.

Thirty-eight published SSR markers [9–11] were screened to identify polymorphic markers. To this
end a total of 30 plants (three populations of different geographic origin × 10 individuals) were used.
Sixteen polymorphic markers were detected and used to genotype up to 30 individuals per occurrence
giving a set of 12,640 data points. The markers were derived from coding DNA-sequences and should
contain functional information [10]. Since none of 16 SSR markers have been mapped it is not known
how well linkage groups are represented. The complete set of SSR marker data is available as open
access document [69]. The SAS ProcAllele (SAS 9.4) procedure was used to calculate descriptive
genetic parameters (Table 2). For each occurrence/SSR marker combination the deviation from the
Hardy–Weinberg principle (HWP) was tested with the Chi2-test (p = 0.05) using SAS ProcAllele
and the result either indicated as HWE (in equilibrium) or HWD (in disequilibrium). The index
FIS was calculated using FSTAT 2.9.3 [44] to assess the excess of heterozygotes or homozygotes in a
given occurrence.

In order to investigate the genetic structures within the research material, a Discriminant Analysis
of Principal Components (DAPC) [45] was performed by using R version 3.5.1 [70] and the package
adegenet version 2.1.1 [71]. The DAPC applies a multivariate method that maximises between-group
and minimizes within-group components of genetic variation. A Structure [72] input file carrying
genotypic information and population assignments was converted into a genind object using the
read.structure function. A DAPC analysis was subsequently performed using the dapc function with
28 PCs explaining 89% of the total variance and 5 retained discriminant functions. The scatter.dapc
function was employed to visualize individuals and clusters. In addition, K-means clustering was
used by applying the function find.clusters to infer 27 genetic clusters from the genetic data ex nihilo
without prior population information.

The genetic distance and genetic differentiation were calculated using the measure ∆ [43].
The measure ∆ is free of model assumptions such as the presence of large, random mating populations
in Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium. The measure ∆ ranges between 0 and 1. It can be used to calculate
the complementary compositional differentiation within a set of several populations whereby ∆j is
the contribution of the jth populations to genetic differentiation. ∆j is the genetic distance of the jth

population to the pooled remainder (“the complement”). ∆SD quantifies the average degree to which
all populations differ from their complements. The computer programme DifferInt [41] was used
for the statistical analysis of the data set. Only a few null alleles were detected, and 33 individuals
were excluded from the data set prior to running the computer programme DifferInt. This computer
programme is applicable to a set of co-dominant marker data without null alleles. Null alleles
can be included in the analysis, but then results must be interpreted as phenotypic differences [73].
A significant advantage of this measure is that it allows the analysis of patterns of genetic differentiation
in a set of occurrences at different levels of genetic integration, whereby the term “genetic integration”
designates the arrangement of alleles into single-locus diplotypes and genes with their specific alleles
into multi-locus genotypes [40]. The differentiation measure was obtained for three levels of genetic
integration, namely the gene pool level, i.e., all alleles at one or more loci and the single-locus genotypes,
the mean single-locus level. These two are characterized by locus and allelic state. The highest level
of genetic integration is the multi-locus level. The multi-locus genotypes (individual plants) are
characterized by the allelic states at all loci [41].

The differentiation patterns can be visualized by a differentiation snail, which is a pie-like chart.
A sector of the chart represents one of the occurrences. The radius of its sector equals the contribution
of this occurrence to differentiation. The sectors are arranged according to the radius lengths starting
with the largest radius at 12:00 h. The sector with the second largest radius is placed to the right
followed by the remaining in decreasing order depending of the individual radius length. The circle
in the differentiation snail (Figure 3) is equal to the weighted mean of the sector radii and marks
∆SD. The ∆SD-value is also shown on the bar next to the snail graph. Occurrences representing the
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complement perfectly are characterized by ∆j = 0 while occurrences sharing none of the genetic types
with the complement in common are indicated by ∆j = 1 [41]. Two different kinds of occurrences are
of special interest for genetic conservation measures. The occurrence with the lowest contribution
represents the composition of its complement best while the occurrence with the highest value has a
genetic composition deviating from its complement [41,43].

The experimental data were used to derive information of the likely causes of the observed genetic
differentiation. To this end ten thousand new data sets were generated by random permutation of all
genes (alleles) at each locus among the individuals within each occurrence using DifferInt. To test the
hypothesis that forces within occurrences create gene associations in individuals at a given level of
integration do this independently of the allelic type at each locus, the genes within each population
were randomly permuted among the individuals within each occurrence. If the p-value is of the
observed differentiation is exceptionally small, i.e., smaller than p = 0.05, the hypothesis is rejected.

The term “gene association” denotes the non-random combination of alleles to genotypes at
single loci (homologous association) or the non-random combination of single-locus genotypes to
multi-locus genotypes (nonhomologous association) [41]. If alleles of a gene as well as different genes
with their alleles associate non-randomly, there is linkage disequilibrium (LD) which has similarities to
the HWD [74]. HWD exists when the frequency of homozygotes or heterozygotes within a population
is higher or lower than what would be expected if the alleles and genes associate randomly. The first
permutation test shows deviations from random distribution patterns at a specific significance level.
Significant deviations indicate LD and HWD.

In a second permutation analysis all individuals together with their multi-locus types were
randomly permuted among the populations. To test the hypothesis that forces that associate
individuals with occurrences do this independently of their genetic type at a given level of
integration the individuals were randomly permuted among the occurrences. If the p-value of the
observed differentiation is exceptionally small, i.e., smaller than p = 0.05, the hypothesis is rejected.
Deviations from random distribution patterns indicate the existence of population structures created
by migration, selection, genetic linkage, the mating system or a combination thereof.
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